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D. Hirstland 1848 May 6 11 AM
2 causes of disease: General & more
specific, general cause being predisposing, exciting cause: assiduous tone & it
general remarkable depigmentation exist. This may
be some family, predisposing espece in a strong
degree upon age. Sex: climate & neighborhood
system. Light winds & calmness. 4 infections:
2 Diminutes 4 Internuances
Exciting causes: one Morbidity, comfort
& contagious. Specific: Famine, when
Piss. Bednareds: "Our wet breathe, the
increase: fermentation of it is put onto
air; first sign: one cough & hiccuping.
custom to assemble in heated room & body
wants. Ball rooms, etc. confinement.
Sudden change of atmosphere, cold upon
the lungs, circulations impeded, sphygmy
a common cold. Pains may intermitten:
before the effect, many cases from the cause; get
bott or in Black Wide Calcutt. Expiration
and one's eat, tubercles.
tuberculosis, being often time in childhood. A drink modifies consumption of coffee is another bad step. Rest continued more is like alcohol. Common is to form tubercles, common lungs not very good, cold as much the best. Clothes are warm, fashion to cold, should not wear too much. Shoes must not wear none too little, should not turn the night into day. Exercise, children should be careful to take plenty. Female are to take a lot of take only exercise and passions. A benefit of exercise and passions, medicines, exercise unequitable long, and medicine. Medicines are of medicines, they are few of the causes of illness, no wonder consumption is on the increase.

Sir Mussey, May 6, 1840, 12 M. 

Means to make our flourishes more ornate, going to tell the truth, some person think it best to take notes, but he thinks it matter doubtfully, lots of stuff stringing together no condition, between them, recommends guessing. 

A woman says: Dr. Quirk would hand, work, means increase more. Another organic matter presents irritability. 

Irritation in healthy or disease, healthy means good actions of the participant, disease when the action is not correct, pain is remarkable irritability. Exercise eating and all the irritability. Durgs are and the use of durgs and larger extent than dictionary, cold, much heat.

Palliation generally applied to swelling, redness and pain. The swelling phenomena, swelling unexplained. Blood vessels are enlarged, capillaries especially, redness is the capillaries are enlarged, redness and blood.
Dr. Oliver Nov. 9 1850 9 AM

General remarks on Metabolism. All life exposed to influences of our organ systems. Organism's matter does not increase by external deposits but by internal growth (Physical & Central influences). Power of heat must excite activity. Vital excreta of the system must excite mutual communions of the organs, natural or artificial juices. Disease is the action in which heat is performed. Life is not a restless, ceaseless organ, but the power of reproduction against one fever or poison. Fine im. mode of action on organisms. One stimulant, hunger can be caused by organic or vegetative action & by contact, endowments, certain health exists. The pernicious actions of bovins, arterial irritate the activity of the pulmonary, everything taken in modified, universal blood is the great excretor of the system. Blood & nervous system are the great factories, physiological proportion depend upon the state of nutrition.

Dr. Mussey Nov. 9 1840 10 AM

Inflammation a property of life, certain organ, movable to discern them as with Spenzor, inflammation differs from leperom agitations, presence of inflammation rosy, ex-plum, heat, uterus very much heated 115-120 degrees according to Harve, it is probable that heat is depends upon James James says that inflammation call excrete tissue on much matter as healthy part, pain is owing in bone the swelling, muscle of from being on the trick blood flowed slower, supposed that mucous coat of these vessels, if there is any vessel infected, local inflammation does not long exist without arresting the whole machine. Some think that fever is sympathetic, but what is the state of the blood in fever? Critical fluxed, fibrin congestion, chet & serum, chet need in healthy state, some buff.
Nov. 9, 1853

Dr. Pirtland

In the morning. Dr. Pirtland agrees with our medical knowledge of ancient medicine. He believes that ancient medicine is more simple and less complicated than modern medicine. He feels that ancient medicine is more to the point and less ambiguous than modern medicine. He is of the opinion that ancient medicine is still less in dispute, but it is yet to be formed in the United States.

Dr. Wright

In the evening. Dr. Wright agrees with our medical knowledge of ancient medicine. He believes that ancient medicine is more simple and less complicated than modern medicine. He feels that ancient medicine is more to the point and less ambiguous than modern medicine. He is of the opinion that ancient medicine is still less in dispute, but it is yet to be formed in the United States.
Society: Nov 10 1848

9 a.m.
Organisms being exposed under influences of the external world, physical agencies food may be a physical agent, organic body, food changes to tissue by gastric juice, bile, lymph, & venous blood = urine, arterial excitant of the system, poisons may become the most useful of medicines. Aq. maxor. Greek medicine, most useful in health may not be so in disease. General mode of action of drug, nature of reaction, properties more after may be applied to the system. Water may extend the reaction. Bowel evacuations, surgical instruments, come help him great noise. For another absorbs fluid, fine destroys all parts. Physiological impression great number medicinal. Melting contagion saline, dead muscle cuts earlier than live the body can sustain a great degree of heat. Sex, state of disease, constitution modify medicines. Also habit, climate.

Dr. Mussey: Nov 10 1848

10 a.m.
Effect of inflammation: Tumors, local affects of effusion, suppurative, resolution adhesion. Home-sick patient to palpable pain covers absorb. Adhesive processes are useful to surgeons. Remedies for inflammation: why should we interfere with nature? There would be a scar. Due reduce the plethora by blinding, allow the excitement, and try to promote resolution remove irritative causes: splinters, bone general bleeding is important but care, age, general health, sex, more helpful than women. Habitual temperament, tendency predisposition, diseased organ should be restored to bleeding should not be when wound organ in great, prevailing epidemics, slow and state of pulse and respirations. If pulse full hard, bleed, if incompressible bleed, how much blood to take, large surface, when shall one expect, appearance of blood, if buff, try.
Dr. Hirst and [illegible] 2 P.M.

Light emerges from sun, passes in straight lines when in the same media, reflects and absorbs, forms angle of incidence = angle of reflection.

A

Vivisection, disease effect on intoxication, the most exciting organs on being exposed to small vibrations, frequency as in a small organ after a number of months, local causes effect. Physiology, the different sensations light in water upon sensory organs.
Wright 3 PM. Ohio Medical College

12

Innominate bones of pelvis. Innominate
Sacroiliac. Ilium, Serratus. Pubis. Ilium. Ham of pelvis. Crani of 
ilium. L. Ilium. Muscles, portions ligament 
ilium. Muscle, anterior of ilium.
3 glutus muscle. Rectus muscle. Costal or 
center. Internal ilium fossa. Linear ilio-
pectineal divides the pelvis into 2 parts.
rough portion called. Iliosacral, anus
pubis, smalls of these, symphysis pubis &
Twisted, Autobrachy.

October 31st 11 AM

Severe action, depression of head. Action,
differ in amount & quality, depend 
upon epidemic, means: impact chronic dis-
sometime sequence lancet. Antimonials sometime 
different. Syphilis, Diathesis. Illnesses to 
the practitioner. Epidemic influence
Pathetic action, inflammation of common-
chores when prevalent high state of 
vitality, Typhus. Chills in grade of action
quantity & quality. Mortality, vital strength increase
ed, most function, disease intervals, disease
present little, disease name unequal-
and in quantity. Epidemic imp. Typhus, 
Cholera, fever. Public, country wide
sickness of Cullen. Epidemic constitution of the
Cholera. Cholera 3rd. Low state of Typhus
Assachusetts, South Carolina.
Stomach is the organ into which medicine are usually thrown, central digestion, connection between it and the nerves by brain through parasympathetic nervous system of body; if stomach is on fire, an enema of cold water, injection of Aloe vera, may be sustained for some time by injections. Protected from wind, sometimes may assist skin effusion. Absorption how works, inhibition needed for this function, absorption depends upon state of the system; platform suffice to absorb. Mercury produces inflammation, home; some substances are absorbed. The case, the more soluble in water, the substance the more easily absorbed. 2. Hypodermically, syringes of absorption go on to gather; phial of opium terminal expansion. Emesis produce a peculiar irritation in the stomach, thus changing irritation in other parts of the body.

Marsey. Nov 1840. 10 am. Abdominal operation by taking a portion of fluid and removing irritation substance from the elementary canal, improves these conditions. Choice of catharsis, certain oil removes feces away out of the colon and colonics. Underset up abstract fluids, ammonia, some digitalis effect the circulation, curare in morphine operation is given for specific effects in inflammation. How for unconscious heart, bastard cotton, arrow root, gum aconite, sage, in the treatment of local inflammation, aconite, position, pure air, temperature 62 or 65 degrees, warm air. Good to tone bleeding by cauterization, cupping, beeches preserved in quart of water changed every alternate day. a new invention by Dr. Cunipinten, animal smaller, incision triangle, may apply compounds snowed to gather by combing needle, scarification by 5 to 10 lancet, hold on a blisters surface, just through the skin.
Nature of morbid action depends upon... acute febrile constitution, Bouchard, Sydenham... The case goes on another case... great change in 1872- now higher grades of action, evidence of morbid origins, symptoms of the disease, disease subject to organic lesions, or disfunctions... symptoms to the senses, signs by the judgment... symptoms I think essential & common

"Goose" gives the essential symptoms... Hunter has 8 species... seven symptoms to be look... cutaneous, eurythermal, fibrous, temperature... kind of fever of worms direct over hallucination; distinguish admitted nervous or loss of vitality... I could add the skin, climatic, season, sex, occupation... factious influence colors, white conjunctiva, flush shall denote approach of consumption... 3 symptoms on progress, constiction of the skin, mucous membrane...
Oliver Nov 12, 1840 9 a.m.

Severe rhinitis. So is to effect the instant the least one as he thinks is the obvious effects must have. tonic, stimulant, narcotics, astringents. RC & C & C & C

Infections 1st. One agent in small doses cause something, mechanical, Major die within room, contraction of diaphragm and abdominal muscles, contraction similar to parturition, abdominal muscles, one used in respiration, one is the depressing effect of the brain stimulated the plant.

2nd. General increase of the secreting organs as secretion of alimentary canal, salivaria are increased, rather doubtfull of the agent any action in the kidneys, they have a powerful influence upon the breathing apparatus. Important influence upon the nervous system, pathologic condition of the eyes, compression upon aliment arteries.

Mussey 10 a.m.

Local bleeding is very efficacious after general bleeding, apply warm water with soft sponge, as one of soda dissolved in spirit of water, good for bleeding inflamations, lotions of spirits and water. Cotton is used in inflam with good effect. In burns fomentations much of hope. Local steam baths in inflammation proceed the danger of suppuration, this process is the formation of pus, Hunter supposed pus referred to the exhalent vessels, some think it comes from the fibrin of the blood. Pathologists more think that it is formed in masses of blood thrown from the loosed vessels, over the breaking down of the tissue. Physical properties homogeneous fluid, straw color, little air that waves, globules floating in fluid exist not is analagous to serum little different from serum more aqueous albumen that forms albuminoid material. The surface is granulated, albumin important to distinguish pus from anything else.
Symptoms are Changes indicating disease essential of common Armstrong dyes of the human from 2 grand chills, external – I supposed appearances, pittaya blood under the skin called spotted fever. Rhiatome, I am not aware no reasons connect with pittaya, case little girl, case old woman in Cleveland. erythema it felt similar, branched blossoms went confined to eau flowers, interesting going Cuba, bletter face, fulness of form pitiyousness, ones differently, woman & children, protrusion of pissors processes of sinews, if patient has shown a sign of inflammation in abdomen, need back determines inflammation of brain, attitude quiet or important symptom, Physiogomy, Hypocractic feature constancy very sure index of disease, tenderness of surface indicates inflammation of spinal cover or meningane membre.
Dr. Oliver  Nov 14, 1840  2 PM

Our air or atmosphere is a mixture of a large number of elements. Among these, oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, argon, helium, and neon are the most abundant. Oxygen is essential for life and is used in various chemical reactions. Carbon dioxide is a product of cellular respiration and is also used in photosynthesis.

Dr. Oliver  Nov 16, 1840  9 AM Monday

Emetics exert an influence over the circulation. They are used in cases of constipation, where the bowels are sluggish. Emetics are also used for the treatment of jaundice, where the liver is diseased. The most common emetic is tobacco, which is usually smoked or chewed. Other emetics include digitalis, castor oil, and senna.

The use of emetics is important in cases of poisoning, where the body is affected by toxic substances. The emetic is used to expel the poison from the system. The emetic is usually given orally, and the patient is observed closely for any adverse effects.

In cases of obstruction, such as a blocked bowel, the use of emetics is essential. The emetic is used to stimulate the bowel movements and to relieve the pain associated with the obstruction. The emetic is usually given in small doses, and the patient is observed closely for any adverse effects.

In cases of calculi in the urinary tract, the use of emetics is important. The emetic is used to stimulate the bowel movements and to relieve the pain associated with the calculi. The emetic is usually given in small doses, and the patient is observed closely for any adverse effects.

In cases of poisoning, the use of emetics is essential. The emetic is used to expel the poison from the system. The emetic is usually given orally, and the patient is observed closely for any adverse effects.

In cases of obstruction, such as a blocked bowel, the use of emetics is important. The emetic is used to stimulate the bowel movements and to relieve the pain associated with the obstruction. The emetic is usually given in small doses, and the patient is observed closely for any adverse effects.

In cases of calculi in the urinary tract, the use of emetics is important. The emetic is used to stimulate the bowel movements and to relieve the pain associated with the calculi. The emetic is usually given in small doses, and the patient is observed closely for any adverse effects.

In cases of poisoning, the use of emetics is essential. The emetic is used to expel the poison from the system. The emetic is usually given orally, and the patient is observed closely for any adverse effects.
Dr. Mussey Nov 16, 1840, 10 AM

When resolution cannot be effected one must apply soothing medicines, poultice, the alloy irritation, a more active man oe might increase the digestive power. Nature gives a good deal in removing foreign substances, adhesion, suppurating ulcerative processes, some time abscess should be opening quite easy when not a prominent, matter is ready to open, in the face in the tenons, over the large cavities, abscess, when an abscess is opened the parts must be pressed together, compresses must be used, instead of the midst of the intestines, hectic fever may set up after opening, particular abscess, general, local subject, chronicative substances in the breast, we cannot be contents how an act to, if the patient has a cough or pulmonary symptoms; heat at last to about a long time before death. Kneife, Knefe

Firsthand Nov 16, 11 PM

Evidence of disease shown from various muscular systems, pain is perhaps the most constant symptom of the disease of various systems. Hysteria and anxiety more in cases in advanced prostatic, ease little precocious girl difficult to decide between course of the digestive or the brain, cholera infantum in quiescence, constipation, predilection for that some, potash is some with dryness of aspirational circulation, spinae irritation, depression of the mind, if the body, disease condition of the bone and the mesna often shows itself at the end of the interior. Hall Theory of Practice of Medicine respiratory system, nasal MS, weakness, slipping and purging some indicate. Branches pleurisy occurs in quinin, metallic bone in group 1 short cry cough, 2 fever cough.

3 A periodic cough. 4 Spitting cough, broken sounds.

5 Loose, 6 Pespersory hooping, stomach, Jordan and quick attack.
Floor of the pelvis, the layer of the muscles, more canals, oblique diameter appears to be the longest but it is not so; pessaries annoy and irritate of pelvis, may be too long, which is choking to small contracted, uterine may fall down into the vagina, or may be thrown out excess bleeding or hemepoietic, morar arise from contraction of the pelvis, oblique diameter or the smaller.

Olivee. Nov. 17, 1840, 11 am. Enlargement of blood, impression of emetic upon the system forms a very sudden stop to fever, by restoring the action of the skin and the bile, must the emesis, alter the whole system, act as a sedatives, to joint the liver, after the liver, purges, effusion of blood in the brain, emetic should not be used until it is dispersed, may be useful in purges, then act as exalts, in convulsions they act as sedatives, cannot be used in apoplexy, bleeding best to bleed. In such cases, ammonium useful in asthma, in emesis diaphoretic is shown up, the throat is opened, in asthma, emetics are used sometimes in large doses or in nauseating doses, in jaundice deficiency of bile, emetic constipation.
Mussey

Chronic abscess in superficial situ-
ation differs whether internal or
external, symptoms look like a scar
shininess, a distinct fluctuating ef-
pervision, with little or no pain
often mistaken as swell sitting ready
 upon the neck, tumors time has
began with some gravity, positives
raised with a little woman, in deep
severe abscess, it is seldom a bone case
in abscess, dull fixed pain after
exercise, goes down the thigh, and
sore opening is the least emotion, three
quarter of an inch wide, observation
bushes is that here fever sets up of the
type of the wound one help to themselves
one inject microbes is such grave to ties
as to disseminate, pyrexiaeus rising, pul-
sum distresses connection with pain, while
sweating, stage deep pulse, black in the cheeks,
tongue dry, fever, urine containing floating

Kinstead
Percussion & Stethoscope, auscultation
the out of ascertaining the contents of the
body by the sound, empty & full bowel,
lungs, tubercles, sounds similar to full song
I place finger upon the chest, tap with fingers
upon this, first under the clavicle then
downward, patient lying upon his back.
it is very simple operation, this is one
important issues, it takes practice to
become perfect, Stethoscope small tube, apply
to the body of patient, health full minutes
get a stillness where need be when, Wilkie
this is the basis of all, manners, manner, expectation,
quality of reading, difficult to distinguish
between seas & manners, when the basic
on healthy, respiration is easy, long,}
yawning, breathing, hitching, stepping, or
frequently drawn from the circulatory system
pulse, in instances of ordinary a stenotic
rate pulse is 60 to 80, female patients,
seem to average about 120, 130 a minute

unlawful

amusing
unlawful

amusing
Knight

Mon's Genesis. Rep. tissue, course with urine, aqueous brow very little, partly or entirely Pissure, Copenhagen public & posterior sight, severe degree of addiction. 10 or 12 minutes, vasa, clitoris symphysis, scrotum, orifice of urethra opening up the vagina, hymen, fundus, less muscularis, ring the bladder, phallicus, symphysis is not nearly dilated, but among the Atten

totes it is some inches long, clitoris resembles the penis some vanishing of it being 4 or 5 inch long, prepared of the clitoris, skin, bladder, hymen is seldom found in a perfect state, sometimes it is found so firm as to require the use of the knife, juncture of latter showing a line of circumflexus, and the nature perineal capable of a great degree of distention.

Kirkland Nov. 10th

11 P.M.

Pulse, immense importance as an index. 1st. regular, 2nd frequent, full, quick, strong, hard, on one side an then opposed 3rd infrequent, 4th slow, 5th infrequent, contra

ten, 10 weak, 12 soft, quad. beginner at to conjure the one for the other, a great key is when the number of the pulse is quicker than regular, a quick is slower quick, a

Being emotion, full is the calculus of artery

so entirely filled up, forcible and give

away much pressure, regular in regular

and healthy, swelling pulse is like a small

swine, conception drawn from pulse

phlegm, is slow going, not depreciatory

anemiacs, after pulse is small, quick, in

fluence by a great number of irritable

contracted away pulse is the effect of irritability

soft pulse, may be inflective, gaps are felt

ably time enough before a patient the pulse, next both arm

let met the patient lie upon the arm, should

not sought on quick, phlegm.
Oliver Nov 10 9.30 A.M.
Organic bodies differ from inorganic in the number of elements ultimate, proximate, ultimate fibrin & gelatin, and how ever find organic in binary, ammonia, incombustible and enough oxygen in organic, to activate albumen is formed in the digestive organs, it is distinct flesh for copulation by heat 50. This is formed in the nature of the blood component with sensibility. Fibrin has art, is fibres, gelatin is found in the similar parts of the body is not formed in blood or fluids fundamental tissues cellular tissue.

Oliver Nov 19 9 A.M.
Great variety of emetics taken from mineral and vegetable world. Tincture of emetic, James powder, adage. Number of antimonials, peculiar principle is called emetic. Preparation of antimonial metallic antimony is of one account, metallic to be useful must be combined with some other substance, some put into water of antimony emetics. By James powders, in specific use, the former the most so in tincture acid, antimony & potash, terming compound. One in taste, act upon liver & pancreas of the alimentary, and in small doses, it powerfully promotes absorption, it act upon the systemic nerves, it act upon the circulation by reducing the amount, used chiefly as an active emetic, produces a decided effect upon the stomach, cleanse from and excitement, acts as a laxative, used as a febrifuge, as by, in bronchitis in large doses, in inflammation of lungs to be given more severely, tolerance.

Antipathologic Dr. Oliver case, but to which at the same time.
Oliver, Mar 28, 1840, 9 a.m.

Antimony - antimonious - antimonial - anti-monk - stearine - benz valentine
its effect depends upon the dose, the skin's excited acts as a diaphoretic. & the urine when
given in small doses, absorbed, good for scurvy
this effect the functions of regulating life, nervous
heat in very large doses antimony expoises
sponging effects on the lungs, gastro-intestinal
irritation, promote secretions of the outer
and inner surface, it renders the blood mon
fluid, diminishes the tendency to coagulation, 
congestion. Both active & passive, antimonial quickens
in enhancement of the liver, and the brain. Dyspepsy
should be accompanied with catarrh, are conducted
to the thin great surfaces, skin - intestinal
channel, epidermy, skin any before the poisoning, not
before, angry, dry skin, collaternal symptoms, chronic
extensive diseases, in Oliver case, hypopy, action
of these toxins, useful in burns, carbuncles, syph.
tonsils, all chronic cutaneous diseases

Kirtland, Mar 19, 1840, 11 p.m.

Symptoms drawn from sanquineous system
sometimes there is a suspension of the circulation.
Human beings of London fortunate occur persons
that have been under water from drows, but Dr.
Kirtland thinks impossible, animals present a
similar phenomenon, no unusual sound appears at
throttle in a state of health, a phthisias is the
excess of blood in the system, cold & general.
To preserve health follow the feet round this cold
the sweat is very seldom fever, in health the blood tends
to the heat, on account of the sweat, will attach the
yellow part of the body, Mooting may always occur.
sores in case of quiescent blood is a cause.
shows itself in the face; dryness with uric acid
 excessive bloodeddness, if blood has drawn
surprise, from a large or fine skin not probably
be safely, there is no dependence to be placed
upon the duty count, never the blood vessels.
Considered cases, evidence comes from one instance,
symptoms, apes of ophthalmica, and a tonic form
Mansfield Nov 22 1840 10 am

Aches, is said to be a surface that secretes
pass, but not a good resolution. If the
sharp, pointed, unhealthy, thirsty is with the
symptoms of a paracent, inflamed, use a wet
of aves, position of the post, jurnos
water is to be treated with a compress suppor
ted with a roller, burning surface, pellagra, smooth
glassy, dilate conjunct with 25 amp. pellagra
strips. Lime water combined with extract
of opium, but should be attended, gongress
where, where pronouncements shut up then slowly.
veyor solution of carbonate 1 spoon of Potash
2 or 4 of 1 ounce, 24 grains in water. The inexact
surface should be covered. May use sculpted
or posts of human costume, or the actual coating
adhesive strip, if the urine is upon the leg. The
whole leg-foot should be cooled with cloth
stirred with water, effort clears the patient should
lie in a horizontal position, to compose the part.
Flannel bandage is better than cotton.

Mansfield Mar 20 1840 11 am

Drinnum may occur in any portion of
the alimentary canal, colic acetoni
cronic, burning eyes up of water or of
exercise, painfall, may occur from convulva
tion, infants born I ence a day a made
1 an immune cell or bismuth, inflam
state of intention, or same indigestible matter
in intestines, affection of bowels, spinal cord
inflam in condition of the color, 5 anima
o, organization, are set her ad, interfere
with open pitch, consistence appearance of
the evacuations, is particularly important
in this part of. I as are one way related to
blebious diseases, various men known of the
intestines. The liver of animals, muscle, microscopic
the steady use of milk the evacuation of the
of a healthy nature, stomach down to the last
stick, one fourth of belles disease, is change to
consumers, one fourth to eating fishalin & ex
aliment time to correct the disem
Kintamoi. Nov 21 1840 11 am.

First, a symptom of disease or of infection arising to any organs, any kind of their may produce bad effect an appearance of the mucous membrane of the mouth & tongue. the form of the tongue is symptoms of inflammation of brain, or disease of converting stage of the urinary organs, in dyspepsia, effect of fear upon the kidney, anger sudden approach of some cold weather in diabetes, ten quarts a day, pouring water from a height, urinary effusions are followed by inflammation of brain, animal & 6 drawn from sepulchre organs, fashion aces & c one female can be free from disease, that INCLUDES in the confusion of the day.

Oliver. Nov 21 1840 2 P.M.

Gelatinous animal elasticity, elastic tissue, all dense looks are called synovial membrane, mucous membrane, gastro-pulmonary, genital urinary according to Salvinia fibres & cartilages are osseous, condensed cellular tissue with cells of phosphate of lime, long & short, short bone, armor armament the substance 2 the highest organs of system, when are your boots to be done (muscular fibres, fascicular bundles, colouring matter, power of irritability, sensation, nerves constitute bundle of fibres, and coat of cellular tissue, brain spinal cord, animal bodies has 4 elements bones, tendinous ligaments, one the joinings of the source one & c & b of bone, & c tendons, & c joints, physiological properties of the system, sensation, a power of motion, ducts & canals, & c & c ruets,
Nov 23 1840 Monday 10 AM

Scrofulous ulcers. is the general result of innocent ulcers. pass purle, colour, spongy, tint upon of sponge. They put into masses pressed under the borders amount of lime, potassium tonic, corrosive sublimate, 1/10 of grain. instigate of iron 20 to 30 drops a day, one must attend to the constitutional of the patient. (Make one tangerine) Anodynes, gurges has been applied to it. and apoplexies often death. muscular assistance to the vessels, violence, contain poisons, venoms & restoratives, gurges, sense more point, render, swelling, corns, what into the bone, no bleeding use calomel, water, am amwine, use the tincture, peculiarly 20 gms. if of alcohol give opium at regular periods, some local remedies have been used (with bad effects), simple dressings. Opium is one of the remedies one can use, gurges from around ought to have a preparations

Nov 23 11 AM

Mint ind. Nov 23

Symptoms, most of them diagnostic of far worse than the one discribed. Another, Prognostics. I. E. the fortelling one disease from the apparent symptom, always pursue a system. Look to every part of the body, some remedies show their effects before they are completed bleedings, some & other stimulants, der阌atory is disease of the large intestines, causes of disease, secondary causes, is supposed to be generality, no one is free from faulty tissue, hereditary tendencies predisposed to diseases in families do the

Dr. To ascertain the specific gravity accept the body in air then in distilled water, subtract the one from the other then divide the greatest accent by this remainder.
Antimonious coin, apt to decompose.

Powder of Antimony, gone out of use since.

Use as emetic.

Sulphate of zinc, strong emetic. 1 to 2 gr, tonic

Acetate of antimony, 2-10 gr act as a

Powerful emetic. 20-50 gr, sometimes acts

as a poison. Should not be used in fever, can

not act on the stomach.

Sulphate of copper, very powerful emetic.

Seems to act before it reaches the stomach, used

for poisons. 10 to 20 gr as dose, ceases pulmonary
diseases, malarious disease, chills, emetic, stimulation of

the stomach, acts as an emetic less apt to irritate

The stomach, lungs, phrenesia, one excited.

Is analogous to Antimony, used as an emetic

less apt to irritate. 1 to 1/3 emetic.

Bronchitis, Pneumonia, reduces Fever

First men dose, then in increasing doses in hemorrhage, dysentery,

stimulates the lower intestines, excites

the skin. Excellent emetic given

in large doses, small as powder

poultice, with brown rice as an

injection. Asthma, hooping cough.
Murdock Nov 24 1840 10

Esopusches, this is a spreading disease: seems to be a disease of the skin, florid, deep red blush, skin thickened & rough scales, pass on with great rapidity, superficial pustules, adherent, liable to terminate in coma tends to the skull, grow & stand; the joint ears the best remedy is nitrate of silver altered. This inclination, create a sensation, rub it on head & back, convulsions, sublimate also good, injections 2 or 3 inches long, as not to make the extreme innumerable to constitutional, general bleeding in platform subjects, coloned or blue fluid opinion of opinion. Esopusches may be written into illness, bandaging most best some situated condition of the system. Nettle rash, Esopusches - Boils, small pimple, white, which later itself abscess is formed, bathing application.

Hindrance,

Medication is the cause of disease, is of much importance, exercise tendency of medicines, & their opposites, stimuli of quantity as well as quality, diseases are themselves into their separate parts, easier to create diseases than to cure it, stimulants & astringent & etc. Brown use of the words each has its own diagnostic symptoms, astringent, astringent will coincide if not adaptive to the goods of disease, when not adaptive to the time of diseases fail in with the disease if their powers be disproportionate to the goods of disease, if continue to long, if the system be not prepared for the medicines, from the influence of mental concis.
Rystedh. Nov 25

Every medicine applied has either a good or bad influence; the physician should remember the time when the Judge of all things shall come to judge the quick & the dead. "When the secrets of the Grave shall send forth its secrets, How shall the student be taught the cunning ten darts of medicines? Practice is the great thing, disease diverts itself into 2 great divisions, Acute & Chronic. The first frequently passes into the Chronic crisis. Convulsion, convulsions, is the primary between a full restoration. Fever, essential, heat, pulse, cyanosis, rigor, then acuiot, gold in 1847, pause 15 or 30 beats a minute, chills, first languor, apoplectic, face pale, then heart sickness, sweat, cold, short of appetite, first symp. Childbirth, mild or powerful, from in the back of great mind, composed, appetite spills, urine limpida & colorless, condition of pulse, state of the skin.
Oliver Nov 25 1840 2 PM

The organ has motion of itself, but each organ has its own motions, 2 classes are divided in actions that require the effect of the brain, every organ has motion except the heart, wind, theme, feeling parts, sensation, special sensation, taste, sight, hearing, by the action due out of one sensation, organic motions simple content of fluid in the stomach, sensation is nervous reaction, librium. Simplicity of the brain, many actions produce simple actions as secretion. Livessy, structure of bone. Animals possess no heart, motion in capillary vessels, blood vessels become two-judged.

Oliver Nov 26 1840

G = goat, go = grains, 3 = ounce, 1 = drachm, 1 = dram, 1 = grain, 1 = onz, 0 = dont adain the medicine without pay. I perceive 1/2 ge. produces nausea control the circulation influences the coat of the intestines, promote secretion of mucous membrane, expectorant liver, asthma among diseases are relieved by emetics. Gatiy properties of aspirin are called emetic, pure & impure. The last the most common, 1 to 4 go. the dose, the pure 1/2 to 1/4 go. the cabin, domestic.

Scilla Maritima, sea onion, the bulb has a viscid, acid, fluid, principle used as a diaphoretic, stimulates the intestine. Mucous membrane lungs, absorption, unknown. Very powerful diaphoretic wherever except digestive, act on heart, extraordinary organs, excitatory, nature unable.

Scilla Scilla officinalis, 1 oz, 1 oz. 2 to 3 grains, digital dose, digital dose and 1/4 to 1/2 an ounce.
Sanguinarin canadensis, used as an emetic. Blossoms among the first flowers in the spring, beautiful white flowers, the root of a bright red color, this is the root of sanguinarin in medicine used in Pulmonary affection. In compound, as it is given with antimony 1/2 to 1 gill of water strong infusion 2 spoonfuls repeated in 15 minutes.

Bloodroot: of very great importance in Bronchitis free expectoration from 10 gr or 1/2 drachm, tincture of bloodroot 40 to 60 drops. Powders 5 to 10 gr as an emetic.

2:30 a.m. Monday, May 28, 1841. Thursday, 10 A.M.

Inquisitus is partly constitutional and local. Carbuncle skin thickened, red, tender, swelling, circumscribed, itching, hot, and pain. Swore in bed, prostration, eyes closed, gone, your opinion. More can

less as the case may be. 5 to 10 gr once in four hours, if the Buson helps give active tonic, this stimulus is found about the back of the neck, shoulder, scalp, something similar to the

sacral gland, discharge unhealthy, looking pale, severe at bed's edge. Stimulates againynamic, tincture lemon, external. Cough against chest.

purse, An inflammation of the ears, such as it is, may assist in stimulating diet, warm

baths.
Kirkland

Terror is the loss of muscular power, sinking, great prostration of strength, subsequent diarrhoea. Had a chapter on this work on Practice, suspension of persistence of motion, other functional symptoms, excitatory state of the secretions, 1 hydrophobia. 2 Diphtheritic, hectic, course of fever, remote & proximate. Remote into predisposing & existing causes. Oxygen, temp., mind, air, food, predisposing, Smith on epidemic. I.M. Smith. Contagion, effusion, inflammation, metastasis, common well, injurious & the latter. What is fever, exhibits symptoms, as a sweat, increase fluid, minor or of cholera, diarrhea.

Corrignt

Prolapsus ani, a settling down so that the os terminal in near the symphysis, lodge, once settling down, pains in the back & in the left side in the groins may take place at any period of life, most commonly take place in those that have borne children, this disease is most commonly cured by exercises, which are the chief of those of exercise or of silver. Physicians are in great doubt whether the one is useful or not, "Hull's abdominal supporter." "Thomson Pelvic Corset."
Oliver Nov 27, 1640 - 9 a.m.

A teaspoon holds 1/3, a tablespoon = 2 2/3, a gill is 4 2/3. Being astute of inflammation spigot should not be administered, it is another expression of its actions, very good diuretic. 3; as an emetic, purgative, diuretic.

Common Mustard is a species emetic for poison, stimulant, and expectorant effect upon the coats of the stomach, gums, etc. Cathartic, great number of poison. We feel, for reducing the alimentary canal, persons cut about 4/3 more than is necessary. Purgatives, by quickening the operation of the bowels, "ubi stimulus, ibi effluxus." - In the liver of procures, imitate the system. Determine the blood down towards the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal. Stimulates many of the organs of the body, promote absorption. Hydropoeque Cathartics differ much in their powers to quicken the motions of the contents. Hepatotics, some act upon the whole extent of the canal, some upon particular parts, others act upon the section, possesses little solubility, one can not affect the small intestine. Neither does it produce watery evacuations, saline cathartics, and hydrapogeus, so in cholinism & putrefaction, ammoniacal act upon the liver.
Hemorrhage, the system has great power of resisting cold & heat, great difference of persons & ageing of which, we must understand, suspension, exhaustion, cotton soothing the ends of the nerves, thus local infection of caloric applied for 2 or 3 days, soft warm saturated cotton if fingers are burnt apply wet, if the joints are burnt there is a thinning of the integuments, if the hand adheres to the steam can absorption may be performed but entire recovery may not be insured, constitutional treatment patients unhealthy bowels should be kept open, hot vapors passing into the lungs often prove fatal.

Chills

Pulmonary.

Resolution of Fevers, Monologues, a scientific arrangement is all important for a student but is of no advantage for the practitioner. Follow Plowden Theory & Practice, which is perhaps the best, essential symptom of disease intermittent fever of Ehricke procession intermittent, returning during the course of the disease common, Costiveness pains aigons, sneezing, pale features, chattering, shaking, cold stupor in severe thomassous asthmatics, tinnitus, common, malignant, bilious, congestive, irregular malignant fevers, often prove fatal cases attending with hemorrhage from various places, bilious attended with something appertaining, pains in the head, this is the most common variety in this country as the disease is not attainable difficult to cure; congestive great consumers although great yest within emotions rise at the first impression. Some when eaten the other may move into this, Egyptian, ophtalmia, aphthena, mild sickness.
Retraction of uterus is when the
vessels are drawn forward toward
the symphysis, of the fundus. Backward
and simple retention of the shoulders
caused by Blows, &c. great degree of
uterine action, can produce the
uterus is smooth, in retraction
otherwise, difficulty of passing
the spine at first time will the uterine
mass to make; in pregnancy
unless use the fourth month, when
it is done, never enter difficulty
in introducing a catheter; use a
flexible catheter, enter off slowly
if it becomes necessary to introduce
the hand; bleed the patient until jointly
then amount of intro, use fingers
or sponge, now rise in a empty bowels
introflexion uterous Deman - anten
tion - obliquity of returns

Wright Nov 28 1840 11 A.M.
Succussion of uterus, turning the inside out
detected of proximate causes, evacuate owing
to twins, or liquor amnis, proximate cause
from force being applied to the outside
of the presence of antitum, happens
to women after labours complete or
incomplete, complete when the fundus
projects out of the as tincus, incomplete
when it is not thoroughly inside out,
expiring quite dangerous, faint, convulsion,
uterus slow, pains if incomplete remain
have any great, I should return the uteri,
then keep it in its place, remove the causes,
in incomplete but to remove it complete or to return,
Oliver Nov 28 1840

2 P.M.

Blood, the organ of repulsations exercises the function of digestion passes through the lungs. 20 or 30 pounds composed of multitude of globules, blood being drawn become a soft solid, separation serum, fibrin, serum transparent, yellow, fibrin adn, coagulate by heat 153 degrees, soda, albumen, (solution of alcohol) something like a white colour, owing to digestion, or the presence of mucus, water cannot pass through capillaries without mixture of albumen, red globules solid nucleus with a small red solid nucleus depends upon the lungs connivance animals more concreness than other, most highly elaborate part of the blood bone physiological disturbance the nucleus contains iron.

Oliver Nov 30 1840

Effects of cathartics are very various stimulate the liver & the pancreas, lessen the action of the heart and the arteries, influence the distribution of the blood, around the vessels of the stomach, with the vascular system they produce a constrictoral force. Blume says that no two cathartics produce the same action, aloe water produces contrary evacuation, gamboge act upon the epithelium produces very contrary discharges. Mercurials lead to the liver, when combined act differently, act more like irritation, more certain in their action, drastic and purgative, some of the drastic cathartics are powerful hydrogypium, a diminished reduction of animal heat. I grant classes, Salicylates are present mordant annihilation in the abuse casually diminishing years of their action & concluded a resolution from the Church, whereas the need of the kind are full, the amount of the restitution required,
10 am.

The practice of using Turpentine in cases of burns, has exploded; oil of winter. According to Hunter, it is a division of soft points by mechanical means, incised and continued, incised made by sharp instruments, hemorrhage, distinction between arterial and venous blood, if one quarter of the artery is cut, contraction will heal itself. Elevation, removal of pressure, exposure Hunt on walls. About so tight as to drain the inner coat, shown of thread, silk or cotton or linen, bat both ends of the thread hang out, and twist them. Compression, worm in the sponge, then a collar of styptics, astringent, alum, and gall

Kirtland.

Bam't be any a persistent return of disease, indisposition, brings itself with other diseases. Examine all the symptoms and form a diagnosis, ascertain the greater the symptoms, constitution, and can change of weather one often thrown acute symptoms, hard again, associated actions. Outbreaks of intermittent fevers, dying the lungs are found engorged with blood, fulness of the system, symptoms from weakened vitality, one and grand to reducing agents to cure debility, another to stimulating, systemic skin become chusan, ague calls, diagnosis of irregular fever very difficult to make, if the pulse is 75-120 is a Hectic, down to 80 not a Hectic. Prognosis, simple fever usually fatal in this country,Auspicous disease person coming from the coast are cured. Reasoning, 

New Orleans present labor as development, and despite them,
Correction

Polypus of uterus a tumour in the cavity penetrates ulcerated or fibrous or cystogenous it causes labourous parturition abortion constitutional predisposition sickness of stomach, extand out of the mouth of the cavity, pedicle pain periodically hemorhage perioccal treatment patients may be associated with tumours, blood letting may be absolutely necessary, purging select such aminicia or canut exporter, saline cathartic or perhaps preferable, cleanliness must be insisted upon, purgation extinguish vermicide, most members of disease of uterus.

James Dec 1840 - 9. AM.

Plague nanus. Exanthematis, cathartic sexes the secretion of the Rene divisions diminish the croup of fluids thus diminishing the amount of bile excitation, enables an irritation in a distant part of the system, when tongue, epigastic tender, is a symptom of Gas enteritis. Inflammation of brain, cathartic reduce bile excitation with connection of blood letting, causing ease cathartics with emetics, in all cases of fever we must keep the bowels, inflammation of the lungs, in Peritoncal inflammation inject Cathartics & Bleed, rubbity or not the pulse demands it, calomel & opium must beat to see drastic Cath. evils called for in cases of stomach cath one forbid when use injection, Balsamic use them, Starfleas, Gout & Rheumatism.
Kirtland Dec 1840

Causes of intermittent exsiccatum must be misconceived. A more journey through the Pontine marshes was sufficient to bring on fever. Fogg on Seminaturna, give warm unctuious articles during the cold stage, also cold bleeding, is it expected to restore an equilibrium. Before another will do it, 3 to 10% of blood drawn, according to Macintosh. As Kirtland does not like bleeding, one hour before cold stage in 15 yr experience, 10 yr calomel in half hour repeat the same, then put him to bed, give him 60 drops tincture of quinine, 20 drops pepper mint, let him sleep, counteractuous course quinine powders solutions, some cases quinine disappears. Some he gives in 5 or 6 mojars every 6 hours with loquatum, when Local indolability, never use a routine.

Wright Dec 1840

Treatment of general diseases of uterine, great sympathy, with other parts of the body, are cannot lie in a hung dome used directly to the neck of uterine, Semenum, Catherin impale the blood through the pelvic viscera employ ethers that operate mildly one at a time, cleanliness, rest of first importance, food such as agree with the patient, cream, must attend from caution, alleviation of need of urines, mixture of silver, various washers, moles, all substances from uterine, faith, more 3 ominon. Thieves moles above a separate existence, hydrates are the result of inflammatory action, cannot tell them. But by an examination, or by the expedt. recreation, seminaturna exsyr, chronos or horse may take the sile which is difficult to stop. Sometimes mistaken for pregnancy, nanerence coiil his fill to with milk, gas discharged, patient were off, . Tampanities
Hartland Dec. 2 1840 11 am

An ambulant variety, Aunt stage-gin
the patient cold drinks, educated stage
have him then afterwards excite the
stomach, give tincture and sulphur
of zinc, then excite bile, give mercurials.
Then for the counteracting agents
quinine, sawler solution, must
always prepare the system for the
tonic dose commence with these,
other antiscorbutics be used. Consists of more
3 to 6 grs. coriander, licorice, important
time to commence, best that a number of poisons,
arsenic, commence in the begin-
ning of the disease, use capricium morphia,
salt of capricium, Digestive variety,
must be careful about bleeding, right dose of quinine
and atropine, must order an equilibrium
in the system. So granules solution, change
the action of digestive action, over grain
extract of antimony, over nitrate of antimony,
Dec 3 1840

Cholera, dropsy, severe dysentery, used to claim
women in childbed, diseases, cutting blood from
un resisted, discharge of blood from being
use cathartics, in spasmodic diseases:
epilepsy & similar diseases, in Perilous
blot and give active cathartics. Work
to the diet, the nostrums internes, cath
active are especially important, disordered
state of the stomach, disorders, the cholera,
epilepsy, Chorea, Tetanus, Insanity
Inflammation of Pleura.

Auscuss Dec 3 1840

Scutum an incision avonna, sponge
out the conglutinated blood with taut
adhesive plaster. 3 kinds of sutures
thrust in or linty sutures. Antiseptic
suturing, & Bell discontinuums. Their
use in deeps wounds. Auscuss used inter
ruptive sutures in deep wounds and
loose, then adhesive strips. Collar
position of the limb that the muscles may
be loose, rest, punctures avonna, may
be sometimes necessary to cut down & drain
a cause aden suppurative takes place there
in no danger of Jack Somethings patients
upon any flow diet.
Glycerin, must change the state of the stomach to curative the state of intestines.

The bowels cathartic, nothing is gained by going for the dicotism. Sperm I suppose one more is made by the union of all. When you have brought your remedy patient to a proper situation then give quinine & C counteract any local pathoses. Irregularity the most troublesome difficult to make out a diagnosis. Absence, if there is an acute ulcer give calomel, blue cross, blood root, Stokos formula #273, tomet #3, mercury victim 13 in case of jaundice. Quinine Prussian blue essential. Must essential symptoms, come into antagonistic, diffusion, porosities, all greater, pale irrals, promises in a brown, brown thinking. Double type, patient cannot continue the business. Fanning, universal, irritation, fever, spleen another, cloudy influence diagnosis Bill Harvey.

Wright Dec 3 1840

Hydatid must take place before evacuation. Difference between irritable uterine and prolapses general symptoms alike, make an examination per vagina use speculum, may an empty uterine, favor of the diet. Bladder and uterus become inanimate. Fallopian tubes may be obstructed. Fallopian when the ovaries are inflamed, colic ovaries. Hysteretis, by way of the ovaries. May attack one of the ovaries, motion & discharge a serum, inject stimulant substances produce adhesions, iodine, they are subject to diseases of a many count characters, them the ovaries must be extirpated, because may depend upon the structure of uterine tissues not the discharge. Of the structure of the time, very difficult & disgusting.
Algeria Dec 4 1840

Final result of disease are brought about by the powers of the constitution crisis of diseases, something exceedingly difficult to produce bleedings evacuation may bleed in such a case, in cases infants will bear a great deal cutaneous may produce objective or diarrohea head cold very difficult constipation may arise from deficiency of bile, gauge salts produce liquid evacuations, but will not expel the blood bodies, gauge stomach, such as must not be given to children, sesam to quench mix with water 100° or neutral, senna sennae constitution affects of mercuric sulphate, by absorption, entomous & inhalations organic & inorganic-sulphur carbon breath magnumi, saline, caeruleal oil

Messy Dec 4 1840

Laceration wounds, generally little blood flows, organized part of the artery, diathesis should not allow a bullet if the main artery or arteries does too much injured as will act sooner, conserve wounds are generally most conelate of blood to be absorbed gas, can sounds or if colic to take a severe constipation, Bullet could to take a severe constipation to agents force and different, one bullet enter the neck pass to stomach & come out some place, if the bullet is lodged deep in the muscle, creature will throw it out gas heat sounds as act real by first intention, complication of air, great hemorrhage in such case, question in part drying to cut down and search for use gun wound, bade with knife in situation as strong ball, follow Messy ever of ball bullet, returns from wounds seldom cured. use ammonia suln quinines
Billios, or intermittent fevers, every case 
attended with danger, may abstract 
these more serious after the man 
ner of talking about those the 
greater, for orifice, grant 
even be most the level in employ 
this warmely, that time when 
the peroxiam as at its highest 
more presence of seconin matter 
consequence but the conse 
not be removed, induce ablation 
where eczemia = grant, tablespoon 
since one has clearness authorities, the per oxyphysis 
be abstract, administered dose of colony 
10 to 20% is maximum dose, then give 
above 23 grain twice, colonet 15 upside 
for 3 ps. soul: 4 pills help your 
patient in this, 

Weight

Menstruation, menstrual period, regular period 
of flowing, this period is very important 
of it comes out, then is danger & stupor, 
in fact, some say that female always menstruation, some admonition of its approach, 
are promptly, time from a few hours to two 
weeks, depending upon climate & habit, 2 to 2.5 
between 12-16 ages, for this country, 16 to 21 years 
most difference in time & quantity, some some 
by from activin or cease capillarism, 
acetylat, now thought to be from the arteries 
to be a secretion, color muscle, between 
arterial & venous blood, treat capillarism, since 
some female discharge vulgum, singlon 
alow, what else is the seconin? no female 
without menstruation can be impregnate, the 
upon the genital organs, arnines, from vagina 
or uterous, causes, monroe, fermentation, plot 
or, from more plethora then male, arnines influence 
the functions of their.
Rutland  Dec 5 1840

Billions given, early size of calomel in small doses, as to induce a stupor like, food next, may be necessary to bleed, must sustain continued efforts to enable healthy stimulations. Remedies are not required, water but the tonic coincide with divers use down powders. James powders may use toning action, digestive of nourishing action, use blisters of dampness in the feet. Also, the feet warm, hence the action of the surface, keep up the persisting motion.

River Dec 5 1840

Circulation, true capillary system across, capillary, animal heat connected with suspension, blood changes in color from dark purple to gloom red the capacities of smaller vessels is large than the latter, internal surface of the heart is about 10 square inches. You can feel the pulsations of the aorta of a fine engine, arteries are supplied with courses possess great elasticity, their action may be influenced by application of irritants to the neighboring arteries. Phenomena of negative contains after death, cause bone no elasticity or irritability capacity of some doubt that apart from 100 cases of hydrophobia, three died.
Poisoned wounds, animal poisons, port become
white, avetian, inflammation takes place, giv-
resolution of salt, aspirin, opium, bitter of
respects, purple appearance, common salt soaked
into the wound, lean, apply supposing glasses
sucking, costume, give arsenic internally,
one poison neutralizes another. Plants in South
America, higantum applied give antimony,
smart oil in those or form above the higantum
in taken off - Hydrophobia, cut out the wound
and port, Sentellaria (skull) has a
great reputation for curing Hydrophobia
Gallow fever, acropneumonia, typhus, leuc, extreme debility, great degree of arterial action, great pains in the head, shooting pains, oppression at the pit of the stomach. This is first stage, then there is a great remission of the symptoms for some hours, then return with great vomiting, foul vomit, matter, then there may be a calm, pulse then great rection, pulse slow, tongue moist, fluidulent, vomiting, dark black blood vomited. Yellow, very nauseous, an unclean matter. Of vomit. High winds, cold weather, put an end to the presence of the disease. Schneecker's Bides. Rush antiphlogistic treatment. Blood letting suited nature of disease, 50 or 60 or at a time, some say that. Blood letting is said not be generally resisting too. Yellow fever influence by epidemis contamination. So I think that it assumes a Mephisto character.

Wright, the menstrualented does not coagulate. Colour peculation, Precarious age. 5 age "bouncing time" sit in Omersehage might bleed a little more astrangent injections, Amenorrhhea, an entire absence of the secretions. Those who have sand or sand or return to menstruate, thyman, imperforation vagina closed, canals in the neck of the uterus membrane over the ostinciae. Sometimes we use an emmenagogue, use cathartic great sympathy between intestinal canal and uterus, ades is good 10-15 g, spirits of turpentine, or carbamide, connection between, ammonium acetates, ammonium become throng, apply blistering ope of a quarter mustard paste, introduction of bongies, mannase, when great excitement, small avoid, at 2 teaspoons for 4 times a day black calomel, cotine, thickening, electricity, vulgarism.
December 8, 1840

Sulfate of soda, cooling purgative combined with jalopy, asmphony should be taken in a dilute solution, made of cheat colution, use lemons, to take away the taste, sulfate of soda, glomber salts, easily part with its power of chrysotilisation. Phosphatic of acid 1/3 m. B. with spirit of vinegar. Esmrul is powerful. Hinder, it is tonic & laxative, a better tonic, increases the tone of muscular substance, used in febrile diseases, chronic diseases of the alimentary canal, dysentery, power on the portal circulation, it is a stimulant as a tonic for 5 g. combined with colostrum, cataplasm, ibis, impotenti, juice of garlic, vitriol, by bitter slow, does not produce liquid stools, stimulate the uterine, not good in fevers.

December 8, 1840

Glandular, those animal substances taken into the human system in a decomposed state produces peculiar irritation, in wounds from dissecting, use human caustic, wash these, avoid of calomel, adhesive plaster, cattactic, opium, country life, very strong impression is made upon the various system.

Particular observance, wounds of the neck, bony parts, are usually cut in suicides, so takes hypodermic anting, seldom wound the fingers, wound of the lips, are more dangerous than of the fingers, draw the drapes together, unknit the stitches, but draw the chest down to the breast, by bandages, longitudinal cuts, must not be treated by cutting granulating process.
Yellow Fever, grade of sickness. As it progresses it is more of a typhoid type than a specific typhus. Use Castor Oil, digitalis, and digitalis. If possible, use the lancet. Change the digestive organs, use calomel alone, give every four hours. Use hot baths. Use warm fomentations. Establish the normal size of the patient. Use calomel, opium, and argyr. In severe cases, use paregoric.


Wright July 8 1840, 3 P.M. Vicarious discharges from the uterine organs, lungs, mouth, eyes, nose, ears. Odd and unusual. Give the place of the cutaneous fluid, diaphoresis. When menstruation is accompanied by great pain, common to those of our age, old maids, seem to be a nervous affection. Use antispasmodics, such as belladonna. Careful about the use of cathartics, inject warm water. Avoid over exertion, use quinine, Dr. 3 times a day. For the current fever in a short time, may employ counter irritants.

Perth Feb 9

Hectic fever, said to be contagious, treatment: a medicinal & a delectation course, opium, preparations of sulphuric acid, one large dose. Panasie acid, Dr X thinks it only a palliative, he would give stimulants, foods, quinine, bed臀 without fundaceous food, no wet steam, then continued fevers, is unavoidable by personal prostration, distinction between quantity & quality of great division, Phlegmotic & Tysphoid, Phlegmotic, by a chorea, using pneumo, Tysphoid, by a scab, easy pulse, there's a missile grade. (Cullen Symochus) Tysphoid - from Phlegmotic, ess-Ant in severe puerperal action, amused, rapid discharge, not over 100 a minute, full glaze blood-shot, blood-buffy, forms a crisis usually on the fifth day, along before the sixth day, causes pyrexia, become fatal, without inducing local inflammation.

Oliver

Respiration, quite necessary function, lungs are the organs, two spongy organs formed by innumerable fine cells, hollow separated into deep fissures, connect with the outside one, by the bronchus, the tubes suppose to be liner with respiration, connected by pulmonary artery; Diaphragm support of forced respiration, inspiration is followed expulsion of the air, six or eight per cent of oxygen in wheat in this expiration, something that the air drawn in about 15 cubic inches on half a pint, certain saline substances in the blood.
Oliver Dec 10 1840.

Saltpetre powerful Aggravator of the streets of American disease as pr unwise in timepiece, aversive, favourite remedy of Dr. Rush for yellow fever. 20, 25 grs acts on the portal circulation powerful anodyne, combined with other ingredients, is the only remedy known to suppress its action, should not be used in inflammation of the bowels, nor worse.

Scammony, aspirin, suprascopic, from saline, acts upon large intestines, in Hays two quarts, two days, 5 to 10 gr. Only in the pulp of a fruit, used in coma-tose disease, similar to its action to the preceding, usually used in connection with calomel.

Gamboge, resin, yellow colour, in taste, quiet power, useful in sluggish state of curd, ½ to 1 g.

Elaterium, very powerful, ½ gr, contrary, nourishes, dilutes croton oil, acromony, tannic.
Hilliard

Cases of Phlogistic fever, young, are more subject to this than the old, epidemic constitution, passions, injuries, &c. occur more frequently in spring & autumn than other times, prognostic more favourable than typhoid, should cause us to have the indications of cure, bleeding, nitrate 1/3 lund 1/3 gill of water 1 gill, calomel 2 1/2, muri odor 6, as a violent irritability of the system, might be epispastic, might have a diaphoretic spirit of ammonia, both 4 or 5 days with some emulsion, express away any excitement.

Typhus fever is a pulse normal unequal, great delirium, confusion of sensation, complaint of the skin, attentive with a regimen of vital life, nervous spirits, this disease is designated by senecio delirium, the patient be disposed of muscular system, insensible, malignant, nervous, 3 stages, insensible, 2 active.

Dec 10 1840 2 PM

Oxygen, can be made from peroxide of magnesium 2p of it, heat mixture 1 part of 0 & manganese, produce protactile of magnesium, when burnt with sulphur produces sulphuric acid, when burnt with phosphorus produces phosphoric acid. Soon will learn it forming oxide of iron, come, the green leaves of vegetables give our oxygen. 5 - little heavier than air. Hydrogen = 1 1756 A.D. made from zinc or iron by passing steam through iron tube extremely light. 100 cubic inches weigh 2 gravity, disease power. 14 cubic feet of H. has an ascending power of 1 pound. But burn 1 vol of H. & 1 vol O2 explosive mixture when burnt. Add apply. Must be former compound chlopothus, fuse all the metal & burn them
Leucorrhoea is much more common than other diseases, vaginal Leucorrhoea, some writers use tincture, this disease take place in debilitated females, attended by inflammation, chronic or acute, blood, saline caustics, fomentations, and use astringent injections in the first stage of the disease, the fluid coming often, as the fluid becomes present, black, deep consistence, might then use astringent injection, cresyl, Cunthartikos, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether the disease is located in the vagina or the uterus, assimilates to gonorrhoea discharge sometimes very acrid, (gonorrhoeal clams).

Ulmer Dec 11 1840
Black bottle one powerful Astringent to violent for common use, acts upon the nervous system, insanity, epilepsy, amnesia, area, Teripratium album, turpentine, acts upon the mucous membrane, also upon the skin, chronic rheumatism, may be subbed on externally for aches of the abdomen, in painful inflammation, epilepsy, chorea, tranquillizes the nervous system, affects the urinary organs.

Balsam of Copalbore stimulates the mucous membrane of the lungs, and alimentary canal, and ague to turpentine, even not affect the same. 13 with little officinal gonorrhoea, balsamic for authentic acute cold, with ven ice, good for children.

Colonel of blue pill, caustics, common, acts upon stomach, intestines & liver, upon the salivary glands, promotes absorption & secretion, sedations arose from 9 to 20 gr., 1/2 medium, if given to children mingle something else.
Wounds of alimentary canal attended with
contusion. Large incised wounds of the stomach
may be treated, if there is a small incision in
the interior, putty up the lips of the wound, a tale
or stitch, fold in the peritoneum, simple dressing.
Should always place the lips of the wound to the inter
in opposition with, the wound of the pancreas.
or one might cut out a section of intestion then about
the sides together, 1 part one within the other. Do note
soy; artificial rains may be former, for a time,
may then he done, patient should take the lightest of chris
with opium. New Hampshire, wounds of liver not
always fatal. wounds of bladder danger of hemorrhage.
Acne scirrhosa destroys cellular tissue, spleen has been
taken out of dog, met much danger except from
hemorrhage.

Hindhead [Feb] 11 1840.
Typhus fever, an irritable nervous system, great
change in the appearance of the face, the pa-
tient is apt to the delirious, dyspeptic
features, tremors, such continuo, tending to
disposition to vomit after imaginary things, the tendency
of the muscular system to decay, critical effort on 7, 14, 21
days, may even 30 or 40 days, become very
much declined, sometimes they are very acute.
Prognosis, if a chummy sweat break out, memorial
of fatal, = difficult to cure.

Outside cranioty, mind is not
a putrid condition of the blood, vision more emin
pains in the head, joint, stomach neuritis
face flushed, tongue, not so bright as normal, skin
awake, orange (soap bubbles) pulse. Congru-
ved, brown face, breath offensive, heat great.
Petechia, involuntry hemorrage, prostration, skin soft, good
feeling, disheen, changes in the appearance of
the evacuations, sometimes assimulates the plague,
except its malignity, evacuations like tough mucous
matter, become cooler, slight hemorrage from the nose, far
from permanent.
Wright Dec 11 1840 3 P.M.

Reproduction of species, it takes 2 persons to do the business, propensity some say that it arises from the genital organs, others say, it is a function by itself. Physiology says it is located in the Cerebellum. Rabbit amants female females. Spontaneous, Regular generation, excretion must take place, what gives rise to this? From concretion of blood vessels of the deposit of semen, rabbit, immediately male and once contamination to the enjoyment, then female.

Kirtland

Symptoms show not peculiar character, enucleated arrangement with phrenesy, much oppressed blood being distant does not really evaporate, broken down condition of the substance of the blood, appearance of the tongue jerks, may be moistening colours yellow, looks thin molasses, may be a deficiency of vital action, great dependence to be placed upon the pulse, great degree of heat, exp to constipated, for a disease of Phlogistic nature, highly excited gap cow pulse Postmortem examination, two kinds of disease called Typhus, Glands of Pyrex Distemper, entwine inflammation of intestines, eruptions, like a measles, may be extensive lesions of the brain, causes may be contagious, dubious,
Oliver

Carbonic acid is formed in the lungs, is discharged by respiration. What is the use of the oxygen that remains in the system? Great error of carbon discharged from the lungs. Carbon monoxide exists as a gas except in combination. If aspiration causes for a few minutes, death is the consequence. Carbon is supposed to be derived from the blood, the main object is to absorb oxygen in the blood, change it into arterial, for irritations of the lung is supplied by pneumo gastric and Pulmonary plexus. The motor nerves is divided. Dyspnea is the sure consequence.

Oliver Dec 14 1840

Coloan (sublimate of mercury) is in general use, this last is the old name. It is the protochloride of mercury. If a large dose is given it operates rapidly, in lesser doses more liable to sublimate and upon the glands circulate, promote absorption. The distinctive property of the mercurio system is the second stage, antiplogistic, it removes the congestion of the capillaries, if the discharges denote the nonexistence of bile no remedy is better if given in small doses in children. Give for 5 or 3 gr. colony 2 or 3 gr. opium. These are owing to obstructions of the ducts, with the salivation by colonial current to Titianism. Hydro metallic alkali, alumina in acridity.
Treatment of Typhus Fever, should a plan, should not reduce the system first object in the counteraction of the morbid action, use colostrum judiciously sometimes will counteract, sometimes will not. In the minds, then, one disease, must try the Colonel in a few cases from 5 to 10 yrs, only 1 or 2 doses, as may be. I may make a difference quite perceptible, combined with bleeding, but not until the glands are somewhat affected by the employ a cephalic course, also blisters as a new action is established, might give. Oil stimulating drink. Snake root tea, if the colonel not tied towards the surface, might cool 2 or 3 yrs of appearance, paid 1 of Colonel, perhaps with bloodletting not as a general remedy. But an exception, if your patient system be strained by quick remedies, your colonel will not meet your case, blame it all to yourself.
Knight Dec 14 1840

In what organ does impregnation take place, whether in the uterus or the bladder, usually more supposed to be in the bladder, or may be spermatism upon the sympathetic, partly passing upon the general circulation, or by passing through the fallopian tube, Hallens on sheep, cow, mare, the ovum, half an hour after copulation, which was spayed. The largest ovum of the frog, once only expelled.

Intricats & spermatic, semen, said to be little mammal, which finds their way into the uterus when all else but live, can a male or female be produced at pleasure? Ram, Story

Oliver Dec 15

Many cathartics that have been spoken of may be used as injections, a common injection is an inunction, little salt, or unalcohol, tincture of antimony very powerful, may be used when and payable to use it per month, tobacco may be used in urine, strong means, off hemp, applied externally will produce the same effects.

Infections, medicines for promoting urinary secretions. North, stimulating the bowels tend towards the kidneys, substances that contain an excess of acid, one strongly diuretic, the excess tissues abound upon with absorbing vessels, promote absorption of excess fluid, bigalactin, the most powerful in lupus use cathartics with Diuretics Diabetes, connect with urinary system - Hysteric, Asthma, congestion of the lungs during their administration employ agencies strenuous.
Maysy  Dec. 15th 40

Proposics of Proposics, constitution of patient
condition of the surrounding parts, time of set
where large comes on around soft
action of strong muscle, propitious this.
Rickets, callous, Cooper says that some
parts of bone when broken without
writhe by bone union, the disuse
the break of the bone, Maysy
says, that case bone happened where
union has taken place, it take from
20 to 70 days, in the treatment of
fracture, put the parts in a natural
position, extension and counter
extension, not essential, that it should
not be fracture immediately, swelling
exists first, to cure this, anesthesis
joint, use mechanical apparatus, splint
or bandages, cast of cotton, stand dressings,
may be used if no swelling exists.

Nashland Dec. 15 1840 11 A.M.

Emits, a counteracting agents in case
of syphils fever if靠谱 if your
colonel is acting favorable do not
interfere with its apparatus, do not
use, in syphilitic action. This
emitters it coincided with the disease
catheters, also may be applied, because
of "Hamilton on Puritam" mustard
phantom, color. Spongy affusions, if it
shrive, hot, cotton shirt in turpentine
bound upon the extremities. Pants
such, may we use, far from easily, a
girl 15 years of, dead conjecture year, dead
much conjecturing, other parts, nearly life.

Acrolein of Chlorine

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Acrolein} & : \text{Chlorine} = 31 : 71 \\
\text{Oxygen} & : \text{Acrolein} = 8 : 22 \\
\text{Nitrogen} & : \text{Acrolein} = 7 : 22
\end{align*}
\]
A tight
signs of pregnancy, the paresthesia of the abdomen, are put up, the small white
lines appear. Diet, may take a small sufficienty quantity, select such articles of food as to keep
the body in order, exercise, imagination
may a great deal be as with the mental stronger
impressions may be produced during pregnancy
than at any other time, first evidence is
the suppression of menstruation, sickness of
stomach, not an infallible sign, salivation
may be produced, an enlargement of the
breast, anemia, colour, temper

Hastings Dec 16 1819
Constructing agent, Lytta, cantharides
Spanish flies, used as a blistering plaster, a very important remedy, in
the sores of extenuated stage of Jenner
is the extremities are fully blistered
the patient will most die - this is
a general remark, make a good
sore, you establish an action that tends
to the surgical organs, anxiety cut the
vases, never renew any (B). Effects to follow
your patient must not use cold drinks,
herb, drinking water, spring, juvenile
tonic, or wine, French sprouts, Port, genuine
“Hyrax” prep of form, the last when there
is a tendency to syphilis, Calendula and
Fowler solution, Lytta used internally, saturated
solution, 6 to 10 drops, as to cause a more
shocky action of the pulse, circulatory
In Oliver Dec 16 1848
Physiology, functions of Persson's System, 2 animal life, by which he establishes a connection with the external world, brain contains the brain, and brain of cerebellum (pons ovale, hemispheres, ventricles), 12 pairs of nerves, which arise from brain and medulla oblongata 31 pairs from the spinal column.

Brain is the seat of sensation, where sensation appears to reside in central part, near the medulla oblongata, involuntary agency of the brain to accomplish your object. Paralysis may originate from lesion of brain. Hemiplegia is in slow voluntary action causes, the brain is seat of senses, moral faculties, may be destroyed, influence the organ of organic life.

In Oliver Dec 17 1849
Limbic, the diuretics as a close in act as diuretics also, diuretics act upon the kidneys, but by absorption, cold produces diuresis. Physical effect between the intestines of the body, sympathy with the Persson system. Strychn, Calcium, digitalis are somewhat similar, in their effect, act as sorbent stimuli, act may be combined with calomel, which increases its diuretic properties. Diuresis. Serves are the efficient parts, it may produce a stupor if given in large doses, controls the circulation, may not the effective if the patient continues for more than 30 days. Hydrochloric as an infusion, Hemorrhage from lungs, cold, cold used known to the amateurs. Good for enflammation of fibrous tissue, in gout and rheumatism also. Hemorrhage, 5 to 10 for 3 4 times a day.
Dr. Mussey Dec 17 1840
Set in on the applicaoused through the soft parts and between the bones that have not united, when bandages are applied must begin to wound from the extremity of the limb, bones of the face up to the broken case, the bone of the face are fractured and separated from those of the cranium, patel in fractures of the lower jaw easy mosses not difficult, an inequality of the under surface, short the mouth of apply roller bandage, manipulation for arranging the bandage, if are count months, bees wax.

Dr. Hirst Dec 17 1840
Opium, perforation action in the morbid stages of appendix fever, if the patient is restless, taking from one side of the bed to the other, seek with perhaps enzyme, that are no other agents that will arrest the commutate opium, case Tonnaout Co. 1 hour 1/2 opium, next hour 6 p coprisinum, this alternating. 3 conditions of coma that occur in appendix, congestion of the brain, sympathaly between the renal and the bowing & the loss of nervous power, this lead is the one serious advising how shall we distinguish the stages, short attention to the progress, then may the hemorrhage arise 50 drop tincture of Muriatic iron, acie of 500 cent for 12 doses, then extract peroxide, sulfur, weigh small doses, Likewise may occur, small 10 gr. Member 5 gr., cinnamom ill sit - emulsion of the back, cleaned, sentiment of Hoy Lord, Leicester wall + little wasp.
Dr. Waight Dec 17, 1840

Drinking, or causing the sensation produced by the motions of the child, which occurs at end of 16th week. Queen Charity case of England, to determine if pregnancy exist, place one open hand into cold water, then apply, it immediately upon the abdomen, the physician may feel the motions when the mother does not feel it, enlargement of the abdomen which at the end of the second month protrudes before somewhat flattened, may be flattening droopy, flat, or flaccid to some extent, as if merely is but little change, at same time nearly addition.

Dr. Oliver Dec 18, 1840

Colchicum, root & Aconitum used for inflammation of fibrous tissues, he thinks the powdered root or bulb rather the best, in some constitutions it exerts something, dose from 5 to 10 gns. Aygland, 30 gns. Cream of torATORY, document, 13. 1/2 oz. pottle of Potash, cooling, good for inflammation, on stinking ears, droopy ears. Earth of Potash, Nitre, if a solution of nitre 104 gns, injected into the ears produce a cessation of the heart, may be fatal. Preparation of Ether, Nitric. After cooling chloride, Sulphuric ether, produce great flow of urine, Cathartic, pass powerful stimulant, range very wide, if the idea to large doses, apparatus very finely not adapted to droop when there is sufficient vascular excitement, successful in incontinence of the urine, given internally or as a blister, worn under St. Sepia, Sulphur, Arsen, 33 of humic arsenic, Tobacco, Potassium,
Merry Christmas, Dec 15, 1840

Sometime of ribs, laceration, most exposed, periosteum, fracture, difficult, little displacement, joints only the body, bone broken, emphysema of the lung has been injured, apply a bandage around the chest, put on shoulder slings, great relief, experience, old man, fracture of sternum, one, put him on his back, emphysema, if breathing very difficult might cut down, lower fracturing, ivi, bone, articular, fall upon the hip, obscure, ossus pubis, antiphlogistic treatment, sacrum, Os sacrum, Avrest must be broken during the postmortem.

Dec 16, 1840

Cleanliness, should always be observed in a sick room. Everything should be kept very neat, present of patient, inside of room, dilute ammonium for a couch, room well ventilated, but circulation of air right as long as any tendency to sink the patients. Keep the room dark, linen should be changed daily, fumigation, little salt & sulphuric acid, burning vinegar or any pleasant bag on calf joint gel, any light, diet, it takes a long time before they will take any solid food. Treat not to talk to your patient more than is good for them. Keep all the paraphernalia of a sick room as much as possible, irritate an excitatory substance by inflations of opium or antimony. Dr. Green's action, Marshall Hall on tubercel, in consumption of the system.
Contents oftentimes compound subsistent or conjestion in conjestion the reaction may be very great signs disturbance functions of parts seems things were in great disorder but weakness subsistence seems to be the loss of power in the great symptoms. Simple continued fever, syncope of Eberles, great discrepancy of opinion, whether to bleed or cast. Calomel is great medicine for controlling this disease.

Weight, Dec 18th 1870

Grade of examinations, introduce one hand into the vagina, the other upon abdomen, some say the erect posture others that they should kneel upon one knee, empty the bladder & rectum. Repensation, (Balanced in French) lubricate the finger, find the fundus, find a slight pitting sensation, the site of the site of the dimple, palpate the sides of the belly cons living. Stethoscope I sound, fetal placental, I like tick of cow with I like the sound of wagon going over a bridge, some say upright position some others Regina of pregnant prostitutes of a high colour various marks, pains, pernicious headaches, peculiarity of urine, sexual term of extra gestation, 9 calendar months 36 weeks, one child can live before the 7 month cases have occurred those 10 month births, possible.
Plague, pock, chicken pox, scabby grain, expression stupefied, brain affected; strong dry set at the center, rough at the edges, 5 or 6 days. Petechiae, discolors, concomitance (similar to a sile with high grade of inflammation,) extending diastemata, hemorrhage, 3 to 4 days if he survives the 5 day, recovery may be non-linguistic form of Cupagus fever, lymphatic glands, extravasated with blood, cause specific diseases, apophasis, contagious disease. On death, Weber's corn on epidemides, treatment, clot, dry, smudges in steps, bleeding, crouping, dealing in air seems to escape from its orifice, latest treatment of lumbous, pustules, Scurvy, sickness of brain, disease, Havers' work on epidemics of Chickellagies found in Bell Sournet.

Oliver.
Morbus hallucinatus, pox + & live some time after their heads cut off, seems to be the seat of sensation, spinal marrow, anterior/ posterior roots, skin and organs, pain organs of sensation, may come in & overcome will produce convulsions act upon the spinal if this is true, can it be compressed, the convulsions will cease, every segment produces its own motory action exclusive of consciousness, consciousness is abolis hed below any lesion, can respiration be taken simply stopped long enough to prove fatal? No. Can this heart be stopped long enough to prove fatal? Case, Capillary system is effector if a lesion is made above, become organically extended, digestion the division of the par vagum produces obstruction, suspect the sation of gastric fluid is modified, size of spin cord at 6 spinal obstacle the convoluted nervous reaction, tetanus, Paraplegia
Oliver Dec 2, 1841. 9 a.m.
Metallic force: choleraics, mercuric oxide of iron, active used in spasmodic effects of winter. 10 drs. of tincture should not be employed unless there is much irritability or in diseases of prostate gland, tartrate of iron, tannic & acetic, brown yellow colour. 10 gr. 30. Sulph of Copper, drop by drop of great solubility. ammoniac copper nitrate, 1/2 go to 1 gr. Sodum, 1 drachm Solubility, arsenic from the liver, dissection orange, stimulate the circulation. May date, 1/4 w. magnesium, used internally, as a blister, 40 gr. in 1/3 of a liquor, 10 to the dose, periodate of iron. Leucorrhoea tannicum irritates the secrections of bile, 2 drachm to 1 pint of water. Diaphoretics. 2, under the secttions, 2 those that produce sweating. Sulphur if these secretions cause a large number of diseases are produced. Inflammation

Fracture of the scapula there is not usually much displacement if the inferior corner is broken off the two minor tend to elevate the part, spine broken, is an inequality. Axion, neck of coracoid process little restriction of humerus, across the arm by the side. Keep the shoulders up. Bryce from motion. Fracture of the clavicle. coracib, falling & middle third shoulder little drop, easily discovered. Surgeon opposite 3 rollers, compresses very shape. J. C. pretty firm in appearance but does not accomplish the object. Dr. Pussy object to padre, then compresses, but increasing by Copper Crinida, lace jacket.
Circa 1840

Inflammation, where this exist, and when the pressure applied, the pain is increased, heat is said to be the indicator by the thermometer, swelling appears upon the effusion of fluids into the cellular tissues, one common cause may produce different diseases upon different persons. Phlogistic, Typhus, atonia, weakness, Pneumonia. Inflammation of serous membrane - Inflammation of mucous membrane. Conspiracies, inflammation, Rheumatism. Inflammation may terminate in effusion, and Resolution, Adhesions, Suppuration, Ulceration, Mortification. Inflammation of alimentary canal, embracing from mouth to anus, gravity depends & character is on the short effective nature of chronic fever.

Wright Dec 21, 1840

Effect of Medicines upon the constitution of pregnant women, may be important to obstruct blood pregnant women bear it a great deal better than when among the time, Emotions should be used with a great deal of caution, Catherines very great care should be used lest they should produce abortion incontinence for the same reason spirits after pentane & Cantharides are caused to such means. Starched waters, waters, if one has a case of fever during pregnancy, if fever run high would bleed if there is great vomiting are injection, Heart burn and vomit very subject to this, Maynein Liniments, Medicinal oppression over the face, broad pills sometimes very good, obstinate constipation and all injections, Palpitation of the heart, ascenptic, custom,
Hastings. Dec 22, 1840.

Cynanche tonsillaris, quinsy tonsils swollen, symptoms with difficulty of breathing, usually attended with rigors, tongue inflamed, voice rough, breath fetid, fever run high, terminated by resolution suspension, gangrene, canker spits, mucous, exudation, inflammation of the jaws spread itself throughout the mouth, caused by cold exposure, a previous attack more exposed, meningitis, weakened constitution not so much predisposed by Pyorrhea is not a very dangerous disease, treatment, resolutions, antiphlogistic remedies, bleeding, for my, catarrh, systemic, warm bath, poultice of the throat, steam the throat, use opoponax, diaphoretics, enemys, cupping, purging the inferior surface, dithiodine, beware of cool air & cool drinks.

Oliver, Died 3.1840 2½ P.M. Spontaneous spread, spreads over the functions of animal & organic life. Functions of Oliver 12 from brain, some of sensation, some of motion, some of both, specific sensation, one 7 3 part of 7, another a branch of 6th, isolation, not much sensibility, olfactory, optic nerve, part of 7th auditory nerve, voluntary 2 4 6 = somesthesia, eyes 4 pathetic. 6 = rest of 7. Only 7 nerves are 5 from dithiodine, nervous 3 & phrenic monoplasia of our place our fingers upon a substance, sensations as first produced, present but seem to cause it, the lungs are supplied by the 8th symphysis, these nerves that heart go by, is supposed to place connection with consciencis, function of causing death, not necessary on the same level.
Diaphoretics, saline principle may be eliminated from the skin by perspiration, if diaphoretics be suppressed animal functions may be disarranged, produce increased exhalations, cold effect the mucous surfaces regulate the animal temperature, against in 24 hours is carried off, arraving is attended with increased circulations, is also exerted by certain stimulants upon the stomach sedation of the surfaces of the exhalent, useful in a great variety of diseases, by expelling irritant substances. Fever, catarrh, af fections, acute peritonitis, ascetic diabetes, chronic cutaneous.

March 24, 1840

Fracture may occur in any part of the framework, fracture of the upper arm, or other absence, place your finger in the ulna, find some inequality, fractur of condyle, other oblique, size added 2 or 4 splinters of pasteboard,oller anent not be colder than the diameter of the limb, rolling from the hand, stand dressing, fractures of the anatomical neck keep up the elbow, fracture of condyle dressing off shaped right angle, splints longer than the fingers, sling, or arm on a cushion, then strong muscles, gentle traction through such for 3 or 4 hours, then flection to make this for two weeks, then apply obturator splints fractures of radius & ulna, osteotomously in the same order.
Kirkland, Dec 24. 1840. 11 A.M.

Man's cry of common language, swelling of parietal gland accompanied with swellings of testes on the mammary pitting extreme inflammation extends continues 4 days, the pereate above spots of by resolutions, the testes or mammary may become much affected, very suppurate, common in children cause, specific contagion, once in enough treatment in milder cases do nothing, mild drugs perhaps, became of cold or heat, but it may be necessary to treat actively, bleeding, extractive, bleed, apply cold to testes, counteracting necessary must suspend the testes, anti-pyretics by ointment of iodine, disinfectors of alimentary canal.

Wright Dr. Dec 24. 1840. 2 P.M.

Appendages of the foetus, decidua membrana, 2 portion decidua serosa, decidua reflexa, amnion of Morison, between these two is a substance called umbilical vesical, decidua reflexive common the whole surface of uterine, except the junction of placenta, umbilical cord 15 to 20 inches, umbilical umbilical dividing of the artery tunics of foetus small from left to right 10:12 Centrini and a result, placenta attached to uterine, bought diameter 8.5 inches circumference long of cordy, attached to uterine, nor full from the higgenum amnion, at some months greater in quantity than the foetus, called the waters.
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